
Dog mute anti-bark dog collar - Dog Trace
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-4769-Dog-mute-anti-bark-dog-collar-Dog-Trace

SKU Item designation French Law Colors MSRP

CH9571

D-Mute light (medium to large
dogs) - German Shepherd,

Golden Retriever, Ridgeback,
Setter ... 

Vente libre Black  80.00 € incl. tax

CH9572

D-Mute small (medium to
small dogs) - Beagle, Spitz,

Cocker Spaniel, Border Collie
... 

Vente libre Black  68.00 € incl. tax

CH9573
D-Mute small light -

Dachshund, Shih Tzu, Bichon,
Yorkshire ... 

Vente libre Black  60.00 € incl. tax

For all breeds and dog templates!
Anti-bark collar to avoid neighborhood problems and teach the dog to stay calm.
Revolutionary technology: the collar detects the characteristic vibrations of the dog's throat and not the sound
of barking! This prevents the dog from being punished for another, who barks at his side as with some entry-
level equipment!
Principle of operation:

In standby mode, the device remains passive waiting for a barking.
When the animal begins to bark, the collar will first sound a warning tone. If the animal persists, the
collar emits a corrective pulse, whose intensity depends on the selected mode.
For the most difficult dogs, the collar has a mode that will administer 5 corrections stronger and
stronger if the dogs continue to bark despite the first impulses.
If the dog stops barking for more than 15 seconds, the system returns to standby mode, ie another bark
will be accompanied by an audible signal before returning to corrective impulses.
The collar has 4 standard modes, 1 progressive correction mode and 1 adjustment mode.
The sensitivity of the collar can be adapted to each animal thanks to a small button located inside the
case. The mode can be selected using a magnetic control without opening the collar.

Supplied with a guarantee certificate! The product is guaranteed for two years from the date of
purchase!
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Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


